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Table: ICRI indicators of immigrant rights as collected for 29 countries worldwide

Political
rights

Anti-discrimination

Access to public
service employment

Marriage migration

Expulsion

Nationality acquisition

Policy
Fields

Theoretical Dimensions
Individual Equality

Cultural Difference

General restrictions on naturalization
Number of years of residence before
naturalization can be requested
Welfare and social security dependence as an
obstacle to naturalization
Automatic attribution or facilitated naturalization
for the 2nd generation
Allowance of dual nationality
Cultural requirements for naturalization (e.g.,
language skills, oaths of allegiance, evidence of
cultural and social assimilation)
Years of criminal conviction leading to expulsion
for short-term residents
Years of criminal conviction leading to expulsion
for long-term residents
Possibility for expulsion of immigrants
socialized or born in the country
Welfare dependence as a reason for expulsion
General restrictions on family reunification
Age limits for incoming spouses
Cultural requirements for incoming spouses (e.g.
language tests abroad)
Income requirement for the sponsoring spouse
Further criteria of eligibility for the sponsoring
spouse: type of residence permit or minimum
duration of stay
Access of third-country nationals to the civil
service: schools
Access of third country nationals to the civil
service: administration
Access of third country nationals to the civil
service: police
Existence of quotas or preferential hiring for
minority groups for public sector jobs
Implementation of basic provisions of the
International Conventional against Ethnic and
Racial Discrimination in national criminal law:
racial hatred
Inclusion of discrimination next to explicit
racism in such laws
Existence of specific anti-discrimination
legislation in civil law
Existence and powers (capacity to take
individual legal action, investigative powers,
decision-making on complaints) of statesponsored anti-discrimination agencies
Restrictions on voting rights of naturalized
citizens
Voting rights for foreign residents (local and
national)

Educational rights
Other cultural and religious rights

Immigrant consultative bodies on the national
level
Immigrant consultative bodies on the local level
Religious minority consultative bodies
Number of state-funded Islamic (or other largest
religious minority) elementary and secondary
schools (per 100,000 of the respective minority)
Share of costs of Islamic/other religious minority
elementary and secondary schools that is covered
by the state
Islamic/other religious minority religious classes
in state schools
Right of Muslim female teachers to wear
religious symbols in public schools
Right of Muslim students to wear religious
symbols in public schools
Mother tongue teaching in public schools
Cultural requirements for the granting of
residence permits (e.g., language skills, other
knowledge of the host society)
Allowance of ritual slaughtering of animals
according to the Islamic rite (only in countries
where Muslims are the largest immigrant
religious minority)
Allowance of the Islamic/Christian call to prayer
in public (only in countries where Muslims or
Christians are the largest immigrant religious
minority)
Number of mosques / churches / temples with
recognizable architecture (e.g., with minaret; per
100,000 Muslims /other religious minorities)
Existence of Muslim/other religious minority
cemeteries and separate sections of cemeteries
Allowance of burial according to the Islamic rite
(i.e., without coffin; only in countries where
Muslims are the largest immigrant religious
minority)
Programs in immigrant languages in public
broadcasting (radio and television)
Islamic / other religious minority religious
programs in public broadcasting (radio and
television)
Muslim / other religious minority chaplains in
prisons
Muslim /other religious minority chaplains in the
military

